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beach38º 

"Beach Bar"

Beach38º is a true sports bar in every sense of the word, as the name

suggests this bar brings a beach inside a bar. As you enter here, you will

see stretches of sand and wooden planks strewn across giving you the

feel of a beach. It is recommended you wear beach sandals as walking in

your shoes or stilettos will be little tricky here. It also has spacious

volleyball courts that can be booked in advance for groups. That's not it,

after a tiring game, refreshing cocktails, chilled beer and tasty food will

rejuvenate you completely. Beach38º can be rented for private events and

parties; given the outdoorsy nature of this place combined with the indoor

comforts it offers, you can also host team-building and similar events here.

 +49 89 6389 9510  www.beach38.de/en/  info@beach38.de  Friedenstraße 22, Munich
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Dantebad 

"Open-Air Swimming in Winter"

Swim in the open air, even when the weather is freezing! This open-air

pool is heated to 30ºC throughout the winter months. The only hard part

is getting in and out - once you're in, its fine. The Dante is well worth a

visit during the summer months as well, because it is so peaceful. There

are two pools for children with water slides, a pool for diving and a large

pool just for swimming. A special feature is the separate nudists' section

with its own pool (slightly on the small side).

 +49 89 2361 7994  Dantestraße 6, Neuhausen, Munich
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House Running Munich 

"Scaling Walls"

One of the most unique activities in the city, House Running Munich

satiates your thirst for thrill. Climb all the way to the top of the dome of

the Rilano and brace yourself for an experience of a lifetime as a team of

experts brief you on what is to come. Strap in your harness, twine in the

rope, and scale down the great wall of the structure. Be sure to take a few

stops along the way to admire the fascinating sight of the vast cityscape.

 +49 89 7080 9010  www.house-

running.de/muenchen/

 presse@jochen-

schweizer.de

 Domagkstrasse 26, Munich
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